Influence of the cerebellar posterior vermis on the acquisition of the classically conditioned bradycardic response in the rabbit.
The magnitude of classically conditioned bradycardia was studied in rabbits in which various cerebellar regions (lobule IX or the posterior vermis or the hemispheres) had been removed surgically. Lesions were shown histologically to be restricted to the cortex and the underlying white matter without any damage to the deep cerebellar nuclei. In the conditioning procedure, tones were employed as conditioned stimuli (CS) and ear shocks as unconditioned stimuli (US). Cerebellar lesions did not affect the characteristics of the bradycardic orienting response, baseline heart rate or the unconditioned tachycardic response to US. The conditioned bradycardia was significantly reduced in magnitude with respect to controls in rabbits submitted to removal of posterior vermis, while it was unaffected in lobule IX and hemispheric lesioned rabbits. The temporal pattern of development and habituation of the bradycardiac response through the conditioning session, as well as its topography, did not differ from controls in any of the lesioned rabbits. After the first conditioning session, some control rabbits were submitted to removal of the posterior vermis and then conditioned again, following an identical procedure. Their pre- and post-lesion conditioned responses did not exhibit any appreciable differences and were similar to the responses exhibited by a group of unoperated controls which were submitted to a reconditioning session. It is concluded that in the rabbit the cerebellar posterior vermis is involved in the initial acquisition of the classically conditioned bradycardia, but it is not the site of its memory trace.